
Cloud and the questions  
law firms are asking



To remain competitive, law firms will continue 
to invest in a broad range of technologies, like 
adoption of data analytics to improve litigation 
strategies, forecast profitability and provide reliable 
advice based on accurate data. 

Yet despite the almost unilateral presence of cloud technology, many law firms in 
the UK are still without an efficient or effective cloud strategy, probably hindered by 
information overload and too much choice. 

The reluctance to adopt public cloud services is perhaps understandable, given that 
cloud technology and its capabilities remains largely misunderstood. Moreover, 
historical reports questioning the reliability of cloud services have cast a shadow of 
doubt over whether cloud services fulfil their promise.

Amongst typical concerns, are security and cost, but several other persistent, albeit 
unsubstantiated myths, have given rise to a host of unreasonable expectations. 

Whilst it is true that cloud services cover a broad scope of applications and deliver a 
wide range of benefits, the myths need explaining to prevent law firms on a journey 
of digital transformation from making costly errors, impeding operations or paying 

for services they do not need.
We have been working with UK mid-market law firms for decades, help their 
transformation into law firms of the future; agile, flexible and resilient, with cloud at 
the heart of this change. 

And over the years we have answered many questions about cloud, but the seven 
listed below are persistent in appearance and may hold the key for your firm to 
unlocking  the benefits a cloud strategy would deliver for your business. 

However, if you have a question about cloud and digital transformation for your law 
firm, that no one seems to have answered, please get in touch – we’re confident we 
can put your mind at rest and make a compelling argument for cloud, whatever the 
question.



Most law firms typically start out with one cloud provider. However, a cloud 
strategy must be able to accommodate multiple services and most IT teams 
recognise the value of adopting a multi-cloud strategy. There are several 
reasons why multi-cloud services benefit law firms.

According to Gartner, 81% of public cloud users said they are working 
with two or more providers to increase agility, improve IT architecture and 
develop a uniform approach that enhances administrative operations and 
standardises policies, procedures and processes.

However, the main driver behind the decision to use several cloud services 
is to take advantage of ‘best of class’ solutions and avoid being locked into 
irrelevant services by dominant mega-vendors. 

It should be understood that it is not possible for a single provider to 
deliver holistic solutions. IT leaders that identify how lock-ins construct 
barriers can navigate potential problems by integrating a multi-cloud 
solution. A single provider solution is only feasible if the services on offer 
answer multiple questions, which is rarely the case.

Should we only use one cloud service 

provider? 

Although cloud services resolve a myriad 
of common problems law firms experience 
with existing IT systems, there will be 
occasions where cloud software is not 

suitable for your existing infrastructure. 

For instance, a legacy application that 

performs a unique function may not be 
compatible with cloud software. For the 
majority of law firms, it is essential to 
determine which data you want to migrate 

and which data should remain in your 

on-site infrastructure without creating a 
handicap.

This is particularly important when entering 

into a cloud contract which incurs early 

termination charges. Most cloud providers 
lock firms into contracts for a specific period 
of time - typically 12 or 24 months. 

If you find the new software does not meet 
your operational or administrative needs 
once you have signed the contract, you could 
incur unnecessary costs by withdrawing. 

Before you sign up to for cloud services, 
liaise with the providers to determine 
precisely what they can and cannot deliver. 
There is no need to transport your entire 

infrastructure to the cloud if non-cloud 
solutions give you more flexibility.

Should we transfer our entire 

IT framework to the cloud?

The cost of cloud services depends 
on the number of solutions you need. 
However, CIO’s should look beyond 
the actual costs of the services to 
determine the financial benefits of 
the cloud. 

One of the most attractive benefits 
of cloud services is the amount 
of spend cloud technologies can 

save. By implementing the right 
combination of solutions, law firms 
can drive revenue through increased 
productivity and improving the 
delivery of client-facing services.

Reports reveal that law firms are 
reaping the rewards of cloud services 
by attracting more clients, cutting 
costs and improving performance. 

Superior computing tools that 

provide insightful analytics can lead 
to improved innovation and reduced 
IT costs. 

How much will 

cloud services cost?



One of the key concerns for CIOs is 
security. In the past, cloud services 
have come under fire due to security 
breaches. According to reports, 61% 
of SMBs still feel their business data 
is not safe in the cloud. 

Whilst it’s fair to say that security in 
the cloud is not 100% guaranteed, 

there have been fewer breaches 
in recent years, as cloud providers 
have invested heavily in security and 
make it a policy to upgrade security 

measures across the board.

As a matter of fact, surveys found 
the cause for security breaches 
typically lies with the end-user and 
not the service provider. Gartner 
concluded that public cloud breaches 

usually occur because of insecure 
configurations and inept policies. The 
company estimates that 99 per cent 

of cloud security failure will be the 
fault of the user by 2025. 

Security concerns among IT leaders 
can also impede law firms. Security 
teams tend to be overprotective 
and restrict the potential of cloud 

initiatives. This approach ultimately 
limits the number of benefits the 
cloud offers and results in firms 
missing out on opportunities and 

overspending on unnecessary 
software.

That’s not to say IT leaders can 
assume cloud security is airtight. 
Security measures have to be a 

shared responsibility between the 
service provider and the customer. 

Providers can install the best 
technologies but end-users need to 
implement effective strategies that 
mitigate security risks. This includes 
creating a central management 

and monitoring team together with 

policies geared towards governance, 
ownership and responsibility.

Cloud security solutions should 
be built around a realistic budget 
in relation to your risk treatment 

model. IT managers should outline 
transparent risk levels and work 
with cloud providers that can deliver 
appropriate solutions.

Is our in-house security 

better than the cloud?

If you have researched the risks of migrating to cloud services, you 
will probably have read that companies that previously adopted the 
cloud are pulling out. Most of these claims cite security, availability and 
control are the primary issues.

However, these claims are unsubstantiated. The rumours are mostly 
coming from legacy SaaS vendors that are losing business to cloud 
service providers and co-locators that offer data centres as an 
alternative storage solution.

On the contrary, an IDC survey concluded that global public cloud use 
will more than double by 2023. The reality is that cloud applications 
are more effective than ever.
That’s not to say every cloud migration is an immediate success. 
As mentioned above, the cloud is not suitable for every facet of your 
company. In addition, solutions should be integrated and refactored 
accordingly in order to satisfy a holistic cloud approach.

For example, transitioning some business data that is accessible 
by users across multiple locations is a simple process. Other 
functionalities need to be customised to realise the full benefits.

Why are organisations abandoning 

public cloud solutions?



Cloud services can provide a 
myriad of solutions. They can drive 
platforms (PaaS), software (SaaS) and 

infrastructure (IaaS) together with 
manage your network, hardware and 

resources.

However, whilst the idea of external 
providers managing everything for 
you would be nice, replacing your 
entire IT network with cloud services 
could cause problems.

It’s important that law firms 
understand what cloud technologies 

can and cannot do. Having realistic 
expectations before agreeing a 
contract will save you a lot of time, 
money and frustration in the future. 
Transitioning to the cloud gives you 
hundreds of service options. 

The various solutions offered by 
service providers can be combined 
and configured to improve primary 
concerns such as security, resilience, 

latency and performance. 

However, you will still need to build 
and manage templates, architecture 

and services that are unique to your 
business. Cloud infrastructure is 
managed through computer codes so 

there is no one-size-fits-all solution. 

The most effective way to transition 
to the cloud is to determine which 

applications will benefit you the most 
and whether you will use in-house 
servers or switch to data centres. 

Moreover, an understanding of 
potential complications should serve 

as a forewarning. For example, firms 
that already pay for in-house data 
centres could end up overspending 
by paying for unnecessary cloud 
applications. 

On the other hand, if you divide a 
compatible subset of applications 
between internal and external 
servers, you could present yourself 
with limitations that do not enable 
you to feel the full impact of the 

business benefits offered by cloud 
technologies.

Whilst the cloud is mapping out 

the future of business computing, 
the three development paths do 
not always meet at the same point. 
The conversations, instructions 
and testing environments between 
your IT team and cloud provider(s) 
will determine how successful the 

transition is.

Do cloud providers offer a full-stack service?

There are two ways of transitioning to the cloud; ‘lift and shift or 
‘refactoring’. The common misconception is that you have to do one or 
the other. The truth is you can do both. 

The preferred choice is the ‘lift and shift’ strategy. This is the most 
economically-friendly option because it involves simply dropping your 
existing applications and infrastructure into the cloud. 

Compared to refactoring, the lift and shift method enables you to 
optimise business benefits faster for less cost. However, visualising 
applications can hamper the speed of your system and does not 

enable you to harness the full power of cloud computing because your 
architect is essentially unchanged. 

To optimise cloud services, it is recommended that law firms should 
also adopt a refactoring strategy. 

Whilst refactoring is unattractive as a single solution - it’s time-
intensive and costly - it does give you more agility and leverage 
critical features such as autoscaling and automated performance 

management. In the long-term, refactoring enables you to maximise 
operational costs and reduce monthly spend. 

Most law firms will find that a full refactorisation is unnecessary. 
What’s more, you can build in relevant services such as automation, 
abstraction, and containerisation over time. 

The most cost-effective solution, therefore, is to take advantage of the 
clouds superior agility to perform functions that improve performance 
and productivity that are considered a priority. Everything else can be 
added later.

Whilst refactoring reinforces new-generation, cloud-native 
applications, the ‘best-of-both-worlds’ strategy enables developers 
to perform tests of cloud-supported functionality, with less risk of 
potential problems negatively impacting day-to-day operations.

What is the best way to 

transition to the cloud?



Cloud services essentially fall 
into three modes of strategy. The 
first is to ensure the long-term 
business goals envisioned by board 
members is in place. The second 
is to install levels of strategic 
planning that provide mid-term 
solutions and the third is to adopt 

cloud migration that will resolve 
immediate needs. 

It should be remembered that 
cloud strategies should be 
comprehensive and explicitly 
planned from the beginning. 

Understanding how cloud 

technologies can enhance your 

business in each phase is crucial 
to successfully migrate legacy 

applications and scaling relevant 
cloud services.

For law firms to take full 
advantage of cloud computing, we 
recommend you speak to us, but 
we would, wouldn’t we? We will 
advise based on our experience of 
what works and what doesn’t and 
you’ll benefit from those that have 
gone before.

There will be much that can be 
safely and easily migrated to a 

multi-cloud solution, whilst some 
of your applications might best 
remain as part of your in-house 
solution. 

Whatever is right for your business 
is the best answer and the one 
we have been providing for the 
longest time.

Final word 

for now
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